TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
TT-P-320D ALUMINUM PIGMENT

PRODUCT: A government specification, aluminum pigment in powder or paste form for paint.

DESCRIPTION: TT-P-320D is an aluminum pigment for use in paint and coatings. Available in powder or paste forms.

PROPERTIES:

NON-VOLATILE BY WT:
TYPE I: Minimum 99%
TYPE II: Minimum 65%

LEAFING PROPERTIES:
CLASS A: 50 - 55%
CLASS B: 50%
CLASS C: 40%

TYPE I: ALUMINUM PIGMENT - POWDER FORM
CLASS A: Extra Fine Lining
CLASS B: Standard Lining
CLASS C: Standard Fineness

TYPE II: ALUMINUM PIGMENT - PASTE FORM
CLASS A: Extra Fine Lining
CLASS B: Standard Lining
CLASS C: Standard Fineness

USE: Add into base paint and coatings as needed for aluminum color pigmentation. Normally, a minimum of pound of aluminum pigment per gallon of base is needed for good opacity.